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Abstract. Interval arithmetic has been used to create guaranteed in-
tersection tests in the ray tracing algorithms. Although those algorithms
improve the reliability in the visualization of implicit surfaces, they do
not provide an alternative to avoid point sampling inside the pixel. In
this paper, we develop an interval adaptive antialiasing algorithm (IAA)
by means of the study of the coherence of sets of rays crossing a pixel
(instead of individual rays) in order to detect variations over the hit
surface. This method allows us to obtain better visualizations than the
traditional interval ray tracing algorithms.

1 Introduction

The ray tracing of implicit surfaces suffers of accuracy problems, which are re-
lated to thin features that ”disappear” when some special surfaces are rendered.
This occurs because the computers can not guarantee the robustness in floating
point operations during the intersection test [3,6]. Many authors have proposed
reliable ray tracing algorithms that perform guaranteed intersection tests based
on interval arithmetic [2,7,8].

However, those authors do not propose a reliable way to reduce aliasing in the
visualization of the surfaces. An alternative is to use adaptive sampling [9]. In
this technique, rays are traced for every corner of the pixel. If the values are too
different, the pixel is subdivided and new rays are traced in the new corners. Due
to the fact that it is still possible to miss thin parts of the surface, this method
uses bounding boxes for small objects. If the ray intersects a bounding box, the
sampling rate is increased to guarantee that view rays do not miss the object.
Although effective in most of the cases, this technique does not work very well
with long thin objects [4].

Other approaches are based on gathering information of adjacent rays as cone
tracing [1] and beam tracing [5]. The main disadvantage of those proposals is
that they require computationally complex intersection tests.

This paper introduces a method called interval adaptive antialiasing (IAA)
with the following characteristics:

– This method examines areas of the pixel instead of points as in point sam-
pling. Interval arithmetic is used to guarantee that small parts of the surface
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inside the pixel are not missed. All the set of rays that cover an area of the
pixel are treated as a unique ray.

– The information obtained from sets of rays is studied to determine if the
area covered by the rays presents too much variation over the surface.

– This method does not require bounding boxes to detect small features as
adaptive sampling does. Also, the complexity of the intersection test is al-
most the same as the traditional interval ray tracing.

2 Interval Adaptive Antialiasing (IAA)

The intersection between the implicit function f(x, y, z) = 0 and a ray defined
by:

x = sx + t(xp − sx); y = sy + t(yp − sy); z = sz + t(zp − sz)

is defined by the function:

f(sx + t(xp − sx), sy + t(yp − sy), sz + t(zp − sz))

where (sx, sy, sz) are the coordinates of the origin or view point, (xp, yp, zp) are
the values of a point in the screen and t indicates the magnitude in the direction
of the ray. If the parameter t is replaced with an interval T , a set of real values
can be evaluated instead of a unique value. To cover pixel areas instead of points,
the real values of xp and yp of the screen must be considered as interval values
too. The function to include the new interval values can be defined as follows:

F (Xp, Yp, T ) = F (sx + T (Xp − sx), Sy + T (Yp − sy), sz + T (zp − sz)) (1)

To perform the evaluation with equation 1, the intervals Xp and Yp must
be fixed to a range of values inside the pixel, and a bisection process must be
started over the parameter T . Every interval generated for the subdivision of T
is evaluated to know if the set of rays intersects the surface. If the set of rays does
not intersect any part of the implicit surface, then the result of the evaluation
of equation 1 does not contain zero (0 /∈ F (Xp, Yp, T )). Otherwise, it is possible
that one or more rays in that pixel area intersect the surface. In that case, the
parameter T must be subdivided until the machine precision is achieved.

To save the values of T near to the intersection of the set of rays, the follow-
ing process is performed: when 0 ∈ F (Xp, Yp, T ) and F (Xp, Yp, T.Inf) > 0, the
infimum value of the result (the less positive) is saved in a vector. Also if 0 ∈
F (Xp, Yp, T ) and F (Xp, Yp, T.Sup) < 0, the maximum value is saved in another
vector. When the subdivision process is over, the smaller of the positive points and
the bigger of the negatives are taken to create the interval of the final value of T .

The interval T is used to detect variations over the surface in the following
way: using T , the interval values of X , Y and Z are calculated. Those values
correspond to the set of all the intersections of the set of rays. Also, the interval
normal is calculated using the derivative of the function F ′(X, Y, Z), which is
the same derivative of the implicit function using interval values of X, Y, Z.
Finally, the interval dot product between the set of normals and the view rays
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is calculated. If the width of the interval containing the dot products between
the set of rays and the normals is bigger than a predefined threshold, or if the
surface is not monotonic for the values of T , the surface varies too much in the
evaluated area.

The interval adaptive antialiasing is perfomed in every pixel as follows: all the
area of the pixel is evaluated using process described in section 2.1. If the surface
varies too much inside the pixel, the pixel is divided in four subpixels and the
process is performed on them. In other case, the pixel or subpixel evaluated is
shaded using the average of the normals. If the pixel is divided, the average of the
shade values of the subpixels is used to obtain the final shade value of the pixel.

3 Experimentation and Results

The IAA method was tested over the surfaces presented in figure 1. The com-
parisons have been performed between an adaptive algorithm using a traditional
ray tracing algorithm, and our interval adaptive algorithm. Figures 1a and 1b
show a twist with a shadow. The problems in the visualization in (a) occur be-
cause shadow rays miss the thin details of the twister. Also, the visualization
of figure 1a takes 27 minutes; figure 1b takes 20 minutes. The time difference

Fig. 1. Experimentation images. (a) Fine details of the shadow are not well visualized
using traditional interval ray tracing. (b) Using IAA, those details are better visualized.
(c) A Blobby surface rendered by IAA algorithm. (d)A tri-trumpet surface, in which
some sections appear separated although interval arithmetic is used for the intersection
test, as is shown in (d). Using IAA, the surface is rendered correctly (f).
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is due to IAA detect pixels without too much variation inside, using only one
intersection test. Using the traditional ray tracing algorithm, at least four rays
are traced for every pixel.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an interval adaptive antialiasing method (IAA)
for the interval ray tracing of implicit surfaces. It can be adapted to the tradi-
tional interval algorithms used to ray tracing implicit surfaces, without increasing
the complexity of the intersection tests. Also, the proposed technique generates
better visualization results than methods based on point sampling, specially
for surfaces with thin features. IAA is completely based on interval arithmetic,
which guarantees the reliability of the algorithm. As a future work, we are plan-
ning to apply our method for reflections and refractions. In this paper, sets of
rays are traced to visualize view and shadow rays.
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